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2 New Bulgarian University, 1618 So�atsgeorg�astro.bas.bg(Submitted on 9.10.2011; Aepted on 25.02.2012)Abstrat. We apply fratal analysis on 29 light urves of KR Aur in the system UBVRI,20 in high brightness light state and 9 in low state. The method has been tested on normaland uniform random proesses, on light and olour urves of SN 2007gh, on the Sun spotnumbers and on the �ikering of the atalysmi variable V425 Cas. The brightness of KRAur is 13-18 mag, the monitoring time is 1-10 hours and the single exposure time is 0.5-5min. Two fratal dimensions, based on the loal amplitudes (MAX-MIN), 1.2 < D1 < 2.9,and standard deviations (RMS), 1.5 < D2 < 1.9, have been estimated with auray ≈ 5%.Di�erent fratal dimensions for minute time-sale (7-30 minutes) and hour time-sale (0.5-5 hours) were found, both for high and low state, in all bands. The �rst main result isthat the �ikering of KR Aur appears at least bi-fratal, with two moderate varing frataldimensions and typial dividing time ≈ 30 min. The in�uene of the observing parameterson the estimation of the fratal dimensions is eluidated. Further, the levels of the fratalparameters at time sales 10 min and 100 min have been used to show that the relativeamplitudes and standard deviations of the �ikering in low state, when the mean total �uxis ≈ 100 times fainter, ours about 3 times higher. However, beause of the large singleexposure time, 5 min in low state, this distintion is underestimated. The seond mainresult is that the relative �ikering energy in the low state is signi�antly higher than thehigh state.Key words: atalysmi stars: �ikering, fratal analysis: data rowsIntrodutionKR Aurigae has been disovered as a peuliar variable by Malina Popova(1965). It is a binary system onsisting of a white dwarf and a red dwarfstars with orbital period of 3.907 hours (Shafter, 1983). The ontemporarydistane to this objet is estimated to be about 1200 p (Boeva et al. 2010),orresponding to absolute magnitude at high state 3.0�3.5 mag. The apparentV-magnitude of the system is about 14 mag at high state and about 19 magin low state.KR Aur is lassi�ed as a nova-like atalysmi variable (CV) of VY Sltype (anti-dwarf nova). In normal (high) state suh system aretes at highmass transfer rate. At random intervals deep dips our lasting from days toyears, suggesting that most or even the whole of the aretion disk disappearsduring the low state.The brightness of the CVs varies on minute-to-hour sale with amplitudeof a few tenths of a magnitude. This variation is alled usually "�ikering".As a result of multitude observations in B, V and I bands, Boeva et al (2007)established that in log-log sale the amplitude of short sale �ikering ∆Fis proportional to the mean �ux F : log∆F = k×logF + onst, with k =
0.70 − 0.75.Reently Bahev et al. (2011) studied the harater of the �ikering of KRAur on intra-night time sales using di�erent statistial methods. Using theBulgarian Astronomial Journal 18(2), 2012



Fratal �ikering morphology of KR Aur 37auto-orrelation funtion for 4 light urves they found that the orrelationtimes are 30 � 100 min. Based on the ross-orrelation funtion between Iand V band they found no onlusive evidene of inter-band time delaysexeeding 30 se. Using the struture funtion in 4 ases they gave prefereneto aretion disk instability models, not for shot-noise driven variability (whenthe variations are due to many independent, explosive events). They foundalso that for time intervals of 10-10 min the light urves show predominantlyslow inlines and sharp delines, i.e. as in the disk-instability models. At theend, they searhed for signatures of low-dimensional haos and onsidered nolear indiations of suh one.Generally, Bahev et al.(2011) onlude the variability on time sales of10-100 min is mostly due to evolving disturbanes, traveling perhaps from theperiphery to the enter of an aretion disk. Shorter variations, on sales lessthan 5-10 min, appear to be predominantly stohasti in nature.In the present study we apply the simplest fratal methods, based on theloal amplitudes and RMS in 1D data row. The goals are (i) to haraterizeand lassify the morphology of the �ikering urves in high and low states bytheir fratal dimensions and (ii) to haraterize and ompare the energy ofthe �ikering in high and low states.Setion 1 presents the observing material. Setion 2 desribes the usedfratal indiators, parameters, plots and dimensions. Setion 3 presents thegallery of 29 light urves and respetive fratal plots, shown in the Appendix(Fig.10-16), as well as a lassi�ation of the �ikering urves by means oftwo fratal dimensions. Setion 4 shows the in�uene of various observingirumstanes on the fratal dimension. Setion 5 presents the anti-orrelationbetween the mean �ux of the system and the relative �ux of the �ikering.Setion 6 summarizes the main topis and the results of this study.1 Observations and photometryThis study is based on UBVRI CCD observations arried out with the 60mCassegrain re�etor of Belogradhik Observatory, Bulgaria, as well as withthe 60 m Cassegrain re�etor, the 50/70 m Shmidt amera and the 2 mRCC telesope of the Rozhen NAO, Bulgaria. The observational log withappropriated by us observation identi�ers is presented in Table 1. The lighturves and the respetive fratal plots are presented in the Appendix. Thenumerial results are displayed in Tables 2, 3 and 4.The observing material inludes 29 high-quality intra-night light urves.Among them 20 present the objet in a high state, with mV ≈ 14 mag and9 orresponds to a low (and intermediate) state, with mV ≈ 18 mag. Varioustime series of observations were used. The duration of the observations are1-10 hours, the number of the single brightness points are between 21 and549, the single exposures are between 30 and 300 s.After �at �eld and dark urrent orretions of the frames, the aperturemagnitudes of the stars were extrated and alibrated through standard starsin the �eld, and the light urves were built. The standard photometri errorsin the high state of the objet is about 0.01 mag and in the low stage about0.02 magnitudes, while the amplitudes of the magnitude variations of the�ikering rows lie in the interval 0.24-1.41 mag. We onsider the preision of



38 Ts. Georgiev et al.our data to be high enough for a suessful appliation of the fratal analysis,desribed below.2 Fratal indiators, parameters, plots and dimensionsThe intra-night �ikering of the atalysmi and symbioti variables appearshaoti on time-sales from seonds to hours and the astronomial time seriesare usually not equally sampled. Many methods for time series analysis exist,but the fratal analysis, applied below, is hosen beause we onsider it is (i)weakly sensitive to the non equality of data sampling and (ii) simple (at leastoneptually).The fratal analysis is a tool for haraterizing the self-similarity of theapparent haos at various time or spae sales. The fratal dimension, intro-dued onlusively by Mandelbrot (1982), is an objetive measure of suh self-similarity and it is useful in the studies of very di�erent objets: ompliateplanar urves (land oasts and borders, Brownian motions), elevation pro�lesor time series (market pries, solar and geomagneti data rows), frature sur-faes, geometry of planar objets (drainage basin of rivers, atmosphere andinterstellar louds, islands, solar grains) and even of the galaxy distributionin the Universe.The methods applied here are based on the reommendations in the mono-graphs of Mandelbrot 1982, Peitgen et al. 1992, Russ 1994, Hastings & Sugi-hara 1995, Falkoner 1997 et. We apply the simplest 3 fratal methods, har-aterizing the "jagness", the "roghness" and the "periodiity" of the timeseries.Let us onsider a time series {Ti, Zi} , i = 1, 2, , N , with a total length
TT = TN − T1 and mean time-sampling interval ǫT = TT /N . Let onnet thedata points by straight lines to form a ontinuous elevation pro�le (Fig.1).Finally, let have a �xed position of a sanning time interval (data window)with size δT (ǫT < δT < TT ), with bounds T1 and T2 and with respetiveinterpolated values in the window edges Z1 and Z2 (Fig.1).The simplest indiators of the jagness (or of the vertial data satter) forevery �xed position of the window are (i) the maximal internal amplitude(Zmax −Zmin), (ii) the standard deviation Zrms and (iii) the edge amplitude
|Z1 − Z2|. Then we normalize them through the mean value in the interval
Z0 and use the relative fratal indiators (Fig.1)(1.1) h1 = (Zmax − Zmin)/2/Z0,(1.2) h2 = Zrms/Z0,(1.3) h3 = |Z1 − Z2|/2/Z0.Here h2 is the onventional proxy of the "RMS-roghness" of the data, while
h1 is the harateristi of the largest deviations and h3 ours an indiatorof a periodiity of the data. The values of h1 and h3 are divided by 2 forompatibility with h2. In fat, h3×2 lies in the base of the struture funtion,used for studies of time series and used by Bahev et al. (2011).
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Fig. 1. A part of an arbitrary time series (dots) where the data window is plaed urrentlybetween moments T1 and T2, de�ning 3 fratal indiators of the satter: h1, h2 and h3.The horizontal lines present the mean value ZO and the ZO ± 1ZRMS -band.Further these indiators are used for alulation of the respetive fratalparameters of the loal satter. Eah of them is a mean value for multitudepositions of the time window:(2) Hk(δT ) =< hk >, k = 1, 2, 3.There are two pratial ways for deriving the fratal parameters (Eq. 2).First, we an divide the full duration of the time series sequentially into
1, 2, ...,m, ... equal parts, applying in every dividing ase 1, 2, ...,m, ... timesthe window with respetive size δTm = TT /m and average the results for everywindow. Seond, we an design a system of windows with uniform distributionalong log δT , san the time series with eah suh window (applying a suitablestep, f.e. ompatible with ǫT ) and average the results for every window. Ourpreliminary investigation suggested that we should apply the seond methodas a better one, beause it produes numerous equally sampled points on thefratal plots (Eq.3, Fig.2, 3, ...).The parameters (2) haraterize the fratal self-similarity of the "jagness"at di�erent sales δT by di�erent ways. Usually H1 > H2 > H3 and when
δT inreases these parameters inrease too. In very haoti ases, f.e. in timeseries of random numbers, these parameters generally tend towards onstants(see Fig.4).Alternative (lassi) fratal parameters are the sums Sk =

∑
hk = Hk ×

m, that are sums of the vertial lengths of the time series elevations. Thease k = 1 orresponds to the general "box-ounted method" and the ase
k = 3 presents the method of Rihardson, redued to the 1D ase as sum ofvertial segments only. Then usually S1 > S2 > S3 but when δT inreases,these parameters derease. Our preliminary investigation suggested that we



40 Ts. Georgiev et al.should apply the averaged normalized parameters (2) as better, beause theirintersepts do not depend on the length of the time series. (In the originalappliation of the method of Rihardson the fratal parameter an only be asum and then the intersept of the fratal plot depends diretly on the lengthof the oastline.)Further, the fratal analysis of the apparent haos in the ase of time series(or elevation pro�le) is based on the dependenes between the time window
δT and the fratal parameter Hk in log-log oordinates, alled fratal plots.Note that here the fratal plot for H3 is a simple version of the struturefuntion (see f.e. Bahev et al. 2011). Like the stuture funtion, the fratalplots of H1 and H2 in log-log sale might have plateaus at shortest and largest
δT , as well as quasi linear part between the plateaus. Let us present the linearpart of the fratal plot, that an be derivad by a regression, as(3) log Hk = ak + bk×log(δT ), k = 1, 2, 3.In the ase of time series (or elevation pro�le) the fratal dimensionsare derived by de�nition through the slope oe�ients bk as(4) Dk = 2− bk, k = 1, 2, 3In the alternative ase when the fratal plots are based on the sums Skwe should have fratal plots of the type log Hk = ak+bk×log(δT ), k = 1, 2, 3.Then the same fratal dimensions may be derived, however alulated as
Dk = 1− bk.The random proesses, as well as the 1D Brownian motion, are knownas edge examples of extremely haoti time series (elevation pro�les).They are haraterized theoretially by the maximal fratal dimensions, Dk =
2. The entirely smooth urves are known as edge examples of ompletelysmooth time series (elevation pro�les). They are haraterized theoretiallyby the minimal fratal dimensions, Dk = 1.0. In pratie, the ase 1.5 < Dk <
2.0 (0.5 < bk < 1.0) is interpreted as domination of �utuations with randompowers and durations, while the ase 1.0 < Dk < 1.5 (0.0 < bk < 0.5 isregarded as domination of large sale trend(s).In this study we build 3 fratal plots (3) and use 2 fratal dimensions (2),
D1 and D2, orresponding to the parameters H1 and H2. Our investigationpoints out that the value of D3 (derived through H3) is strongly �utuatedand useless as fratal dimension. However, the loal minimuma of the logH3-plot are good indiators of the quasi periodiity in the time series, so we showthe behaviour of logH3 too.Due to the partiularities of the observed time series, the values of thefratal dimensions D1 and D2 di�er. It is important to note that D1 is largerwhen high jags (simple and ompliated, positive and negative) are present inall time-sales. On the other hand D2 is larger when the loal RMS-roughnessis generally high in all time-sales. Usually we have D1 < D2.Figure 2, top, presents examples of random proesses, i.e. time series,derived from random numbers with normal or uniform distribution (729 datapoints in eah series). The fratal lines are in the range 12 - 320 data points.The averaged fratal dimensions (means of D1 and D2) are ≈1.85 and ≈1.98
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Fig. 2. Top: Random data rows derived by generators of normal (left) and uniform (right)numbers (729 data items in eah series). Bottom: The fratal plots and their linear re-gressions (of the type of Eq.3) in the ranges of time intervals 12 - 320 data points. Theindividual error bars are shown only for the parameter logH2. The fratal dimensions aregiven in Table 2.(Table 2). In these edge ases when the data number inreases to in�nitythe slope oe�ients of the fratal plots (3) beome lose to zero and thefratal dimensions approah 2. Figure 2, bottom, shows the fratal plots ofthe examples, given in the top of Fig.2.Figure 2, bottom-left, shows the important partiularity of the normalrandom proess � ongoing growth of the fratal dimension D1. The reasonis that the probability of large deviations inreases with inreasing of δT .Otherwise, in the ase of the uniform random proess (Fig. 2, bottom-right),the maximal deviation is limited and the D1 rapidly approahes 2.Figure 3 presents the V-magnitude and (B-V)-olour urves of the super-nova SN 2007gh (data from Hunter et al. (2009), Dimitrov et al. (2011)).These urves are haraterized by fratal dimensions ≈1.25 and ≈1.5, respe-tively (Table 2).The jagness of the magnitude and olour urves of the supernova is due tophotometry errors, whih develop themselves mainly at the most short timesales. By these reason at short δT the plots tend to horizontal lines, like inthe ases of random time series in Fig.2. On the ontrary, at long δT theseurves posses some large sale shapes and the respetive slope oe�ientsgrow up like for smooth urves.
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Fig. 3. Top: The magnitude (left) and olour (right) urves of the supernova SN 2007gh(Hunter et al. 2009, Dimitrov et al. 2011). Bottom: fratal plots, where parts of them are�tted by regression lines. The fratal dimensions are given in Table 2.Figure 4 shows two very di�erent data rows - the international monthlyWolf's numbers of the Sun spots (559 data) and a �ikering row of the at-alysmi variable V425 Cas in I band (161 data, 10 s exposure times, fromTsvetkova & Boeva, 2009).The fratal plots of the Wolf's numbers (Fig.4, bottom-left) show learlytwo linear parts, orresponding to year-sale variations, 1.2-8.0 years, anddeade-sale variations, 8-46 years. Suh bi-fratal is interpreted as evidenethat at least two physial proesses ause the observed �utuations in the datarow. The year-sale variations have intermediate fratal dimension, ≈1.65,while the deade-sale variations show high fratal dimension, ≈1.95. (Table2). Note that in ontrast to the ase of the supernova (Fig.3) here multitudeonvex details in the large sale behaviour of the urve auses inrease of thefratal dimension.Note also that in the ase of the Wolf's numbers (Fig.4, bottom-left) theminima of the log H3 urve are very good period indiators. The minimaorrespond to periods of 10.9 years and the 2 and 3 fold multiple periodsof 21.8 and 32.7 years. However, the bends of the log H1 and log H2 plotslie at shorter time sales, between 7 and 9 years. We an not explain thisdisrepany.Figure 4, bottom-right, shows the fratal plots for the atalysmi variableV424 Cas in I-band. Aording the plots of log H1 and log H2 two timesales are evident here, 2-7 and 7-40 minutes. The fratal dimensions are
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Fig. 4. Top: Monthly Wolf numbers of the Sun spots (left) and a �ikering urve of theatalysmi variable V425 Cas (right, from Tsvetkova & Boeva, 2009). Bottom: The fratalplots and linear regressions of hosen parts of them. The individual error bars are shownfor the parameter logH2. The fratal dimensions are given in Table 2.
≈1.6 and ≈1.7, respetively. The standard errors are ≈ 0.03, so we onsiderthis �ikering bi-fratal. Note that the plot of H3 shows quasi-periods withdurations about 9 and 18 minutes.Figure 5 presents the �ikering with identi�ation No.21B ("B" means B-band, see Table 1). Two possibilities of the �ikering presentation are shown �by single data points, orresponding to the middle moments of the exposures(top-left) and by horizontal segments, limited by the beginning and the endsof the exposure (top-right). In the seond ase, labeled by 21B', the timesale of the graph is expanded 2 times and only the �rst half of the graph ispresented. The fratal dimensions, orresponding to these two presentationsof the light urves of the �ikering, espeially D1, our di�erent (Table 2).Our preliminary investigations show that the �rst presentation is preferableas simpler and loser to the ordinary time series. The fratal plots in theAppendix and the fratal dimensions in Table 2�4 orrespond to the left partof Fig.5.3 The �ikering on the diagrams D1 � D2 and (D2-D1) � D1The relative deviations H1 (based on the loal amplitudes in the plot) and H2(based on the loal RMS in the plot) give estimations of the relative energy
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Fig. 5. Top: Two kinds of the presentation in the ase of the observation No.21V � by singlepoints, orresponding to the middle moment of the exposure (left) and by double points,orresponding to the beginning and the end of the exposure (right; only the �st half of thegraph extend is shown under 2 fold absissa enlargement). Bottom: The fratal plots andthe regression lines of their parts. The fratal dimensions are given in Table 2. The vertiallines show the levels of log H1, and log H2, used in Setion 5, Fig.9.of the �ikering. In the present study we use as energy indiators the valuesof H1 and H2, orresponding to log(δT ) = 1 (δT = 10 min) and log(δT ) = 2(δT = 100 min).The vertial lines in Fig.5, bottom, show the levels of log H1,1 and H2,1,used to haraterize the relative power of the emission �utuations at timesale of 10 minutes. The values of H1,2 and H2,2, haraterize the same attime sale of 100 minutes. The respetive data are given in Table 3 and Table4. They are used in Setion 5, in Fig.9.Exept the �ikering No.21B, shown in Fig.5, the Appendix presents 28other �ikering observations of KR Aur. The �ikering urves are shown inmagnitudes, while the fratal harateristis are given in units 10−21W/cm2/A.The photometri onstants are taken from Bessel (1979).Having found that the �ikering of KR Aur should be regarded at least asbi-fratal, we derive the fratal dimensions for two time ranges: 7-30 minutesand 30-300 minutes. The values of the derived fratal dimensions lie in therange 1.3�1.9, with standard errors 5-10 %. (Table 3, Table 4).The exposure times of the observations of KR Aur in high state are usually60 s and in the low state usually 300 s. In the low state, when the data setis not long enough, we omit the hour-sale range. When the data set is not
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Fig. 6. Sequenes of derived fratal dimensions on the diagrams D1 - D2 (top) and (D2-D1)- D1 (bottom) for high state (left) and low state (right). Dots and dashed regression linespresent the minute sale �ikering (7-30 min). Cirles and solid regression lines present thehour sale �ikering (30-300 min). Some individual standard errors are shown. The rossesshow typial standard errors. The pairs of test objets are presented here onneted by thinlines, as follows: squares - random proesses (Fig.2), pentales - SN 2007gh (Fig.3), stars- Sun spots (Fig.4, left) and triangles - V425 Cas (Fig.4, right). The line D1 = D2 in thetop part is drown by the shortest dashes.dense enough, we omit the minute range. Figure 6 juxtaposes the derivedfratal dimensions D1 vs. D2 or D2 − D1 vs.D1 for the �ikering of KRAur, olleted in Tables 3 and 4, as well as fratal dimensions of the alreadyregarded examples. On the diagram D1 − D2 (Fig.6, top) we distinguish 4sequenes or data points, orresponding to the �ikering in high-state minute-sale (HM, 20 data points), high-state hour-sale (HH, 20 data points), low-



46 Ts. Georgiev et al.state minute-sale (LM, 6 data points) and low-state hour-sale (LH, 9 datapoints). These sequenes are presented also by regression lines.Note that in Fig. 6, top, all �ikerings are loated to the right-down fromthe line D1 = D2, typially D1 < D2. The reason is the de�ieny of largesingle �utuations, like in the ase of random proess with uniform distri-bution with respet to the normal random proess (Fig.2, Fig.6, top � �lledsquares).In Fig.6, top-left, the sequene HH is situated lose to the diagonal line
D1 = D2. The �ts of the other sequenes deviate signi�antly from the di-agonal, resting almost parallel to it. Hene, the sequenes HM and HH aredistint. The sequenes LM and LH are poorly presented and are not welldistint.The design of Fig.6, bottom, resembles olor-magnitude in astronomy. Itseparates the sequenes, found in Fig.6, top, better but the vertial standarderrors are about two times larger. We onsider that diagrams of the type (D2-
D1) - D1 might be very useful in ase of fratal dimensions derived with highauray.Generally, the fratal plots presented in the Appendix and in Table 3 and4, as well as the fratal dimensions, ompared in Fig.6, give evidenes for asigni�ant di�erene between the minute-sale and hour-sale �ikering. Thisdi�erene may be seen in all photometry bands, as well as in both high andlow state. Conretely, on the minute sale D1 is low and D2 − −D1 is highompared to the hour sale. Obviously, this is due to a de�ieny of strong�utuations (big jags) on the minute sale and the inrease of the amount ofthe strong �utuations at large time-sales.Note also that the dividing time between the minute-time and hour-timesales, adopted here to be 30 min, �utuates and sometimes it is poor pro-nouned. More powerful proess dominates on the hour-time sale, produinglong-lasting brightness inreases (�ares) and vise versa for the minute time-sale. A set of relatively strong and long inreases of the light emission. Theless powerfull proess dominates in the minute-time sale, produing a set offainter and shorter inreases of the light emission.So, the �rst main result of the present study is that the �ikering of KRAur, in all states and in all photometry systems, is at least bi-fratal, withdividing time-sale about 30 min. Therefore, at least two physial proessesause the ompliated appearane of the �ikering proess. We note also thatthe fratal dimensions and their de�ning time intervals vary moderately in thetine sales from days to years. Consequently, the time sales and the powersof the physial proesses that ause the �ikering vary moderately.The third fratal parameter here, H3, give evidene that sometimes the�ikering is like to a periodi proess with a period 40 or 80 min. The minimaat about log H3=1.6, orresponding to a period of about 40 min, are wellexpressed in the observations on De 28 and 29, 2010 (No. 122B, 102V, 13V,14R, 112I, 16I high state). However, suh quasi periods are absent in theobservations on De 30 and 31, 2010 and in other ases. The minima atabout log H3=1.9, orresponding to a period of about 80 min, seem to bepresent in the observations on Jan 20, 2009 (No. 7U, 6B, 5V, 4R, low state),but they are absent in other ases.



Fratal �ikering morphology of KR Aur 474 In�uene of the observing onditions on the fratallityThe present study is based on nonuniform observing material and it is im-portant to eluidate the in�uene of di�erent irumstanes on the derivedfratal dimensions.

Fig. 7. Treks of the positions of some time series, used here, after 1,2,3,... time redu-tion, orresponding to observations with 1,2,3,... larger exposures and 1,2,3,... larger timeintervals between the exposures: Squares � uniform random proess, Sun signns � year anddeade solar ativity, Dots � �ikering No.V14, Triangles � �ikering of V 425 Cas. Thetreks are direted generally to left-down in the left diagram and left-up in the right diagram,like the prononued sequenes in Fig.6 .First, we must explain the appearane of sequenes of the fratal diagramsin Fig.6. The real light urve of the �ikering is the result of a speial typeof smoothing, whih may be alled "exposure transform". This transformaverages the signal in the exposure time, produing one data point and omitsany signal between exposures. Suh transform auses generally left-down shiftof the original �ikering on the diagram D1 � D2 (Fig.6, left) and left-up shifton the diagram (D2-D1) � D1 (Fig.6, right).Figure 7 shows the e�ets of onseutive 1,2,3,... times reduing (aver-aging) of some data rows, that simulates derease the time resolution andinrease of the smoothness of the data. We show the results of applying suhtransforms as treks of data poins on the fratal diagrams. THe respetiebehaviour of 4 time series are shown in Fig.7 - uniform random proess,Wolf's numbers of the solar spots, �ikering No. V14 and �ikering of V425Cas. These treks explain the appearane of the sequene on the fratal di-agrams, shown in Fig.6. Note also that the applied arti�ial redution de-reases stronger D1 than D2, beause it suppresses the sharp jags more thanthe standard deviations.Generally, the dereasing of the fratal dimensions due to the exposuretransform may be subjet of a speial study. Hene, we onsider this e�et



48 Ts. Georgiev et al.not to be signi�ant here and use e�iently the fratal diagrams, introduedin Fig.6.

Fig. 8. In�uene of the single exposure time TE , mean time interval between two neighbourexposures ǫT , total observing time TT and mean �ux of KR Aur F on the fratal dimension
D1. The signs of the �ikerings and the presentations of the regression lines are the sameas in Fig.6.Further, in Fig.8, we juxtapose the fratal dimensionD1 with 4 parametersof the �ikering - exposure time, time interval between the entral momentsof two onseutive exposures, total observing time of the �ikering and �uxof the system. It is obvious that only faint orrelations exists and the inreaseof these parameters in majority of ases derease the fratal dimension with0.1�0.2. We onsider that these hanges are relatively small and they do notrestrit the appliation of the fratal analysis.Note that the satter of the data in Fig.8, right-bottom is very large. Forthis reason the fratal dimensions, derived in this work, an not be used asindiators of the energy state of the system.Our preliminary hek shows that an addition of normal noise, like thephotometri noise, does not a�et onsiderably the fratal harateristis ofthe investigated light urve. Hene we avoid the shortest and largest time-sales and estimate the fratal dimensions for intermediate tome-sales.



Fratal �ikering morphology of KR Aur 495 The �ikering on the energeti diagrams log F � log HThe fratal plots, orresponding to the equation (3), an haraterize therelative energy ∆F of the �ikering through the values of the parameters H1and H2 at a given time sale δT . We hose δT1 = 10 min for the minute-saleand δT2 = 100 min for the hour-sale. Figure 5 illustrates the estimation ofthe values log H1,1, log H2,1, log H1,2 and logH2,2. The solid regression linesin Fig.9 show the anti orrelations between these values and the mean �ux ofKR Aur. The data are olleted in Table 3 and 4.The dashed regression lines in Fig.9 show the loal orrelation of theompared data. The loal horizontal distribution of the �uxes F follows wellthe energy, orresponding to the respetive photometry band. The I-pointsare situated in the most left parts and the U-points are in the most rightparts. However, the satter is large and these (loal) diagrams an not beused for haraterizing the energy state of the system.More important is the general tendeny of inreasing of the relative energyof the �ikering with the dereasing of the energy state of the system. Thediagrams in Fig.9 give possibility to ompare the powers of the �ikering inhigh and low state.Let assume that the logarithmi di�erene between the high and the lowstates is 2 (from 0 to -2, or 100 times in linear sale or 5 mag). Then theparameters log H1,1, log H2,1, log H1,2 and log H2,2 show that in the lowstate the logarithmi di�erene is about 0.5. This means that the relativeenergy of the �ikering is about 3 times higher and the absolute energy is100/3 ≈ 33 times lower, ompared to the higher one. Having in mind the"exposure transform" of the data, where the observations in low state arearried out with �ve times larger exposures, we onlude that these valuesare lower and higher limits, respetively.Therefore, the seond main result of this study, onsidering the dia-grams, shown in Fig.9, is that the �ikering energy seems to depend weaklyon the energy state of the KR Aur system. Hene, in the low state the relativeenergy of the �ikering is signi�antly higher than in the high state.6 Summary of the resultsWe analyzed 29 light urves of the atalysmi variable KR Aur, obtainedfrom UBVRI CCD observations with 4 telesopes. The main results are:1. We tested and established the usefulness of three fratal harateristisof the time series, orresponding to the �ikering urves: two for deriving fra-tal dimensions D1 and D2, haraterizing the amplitudes and RMS-deviationsof the light �utuations, and one for revealing periodiity in the data series.2. We found out that the majority of the fratal plots (given in the Ap-pendix) are onvex shaped, whih is an evidene for least bi-fratal phe-nomenon, i.e. at least two physial proesses are responsible for the observing�ikering. One of them dominates in the minute time-sale (adopted here tobe 7-30 min) and another dominates in the hour time-sale (adopted here tobe 30-300 min). The boundary time sale of 30 min is not well �xed and thisis an evidene that the parameters of the physial proesses vary moderately.
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Fig. 9. Inrease of the relative energy of the light variations with dereasing of the mean�ux of KR Aur, derived from the plots of H1 (top) andH2 (bottom), at the points of T=100min (irles, upper solid lines) and 10 min (dots, down solid lines). Dashed regression linesshow the loal trends for low state (left) and high state (right). Dotted lines have a slopeoe�ients of -1 and orrespond to the ase of �ikering, whih is independent on the mean�ux.3. We found out that in the ase of KR Aur the typial fratal dimensionsof the �ikering urves are 1.2-1.9 for D1 and 1.5-1.9 for D2. The auray ofour fratal dimension estimates is about 5% (Tables 2,3,4).4. We use estimations of both fratal dimension in minute and hour timesale to build fratal diagrams (Fig.6). We show that in respet to the minute-sale �ikering the hour-sale �ikering shows larger in time and stronger byamplitude light �utuations.5. Sometimes the �ikering show periodiity. For example, on De 28 and29, 2010, in high state, we found 40 min period. However, on De 30 and 31,2010, suh periodiity is absent.6. We show that the "exposure transform" of the �ikering auses elon-gations of the groups HM, HH, LM and LH (Setion 3) and forms sequeneson the fratal diagrams (Fig.7). Other observational irumstanes have notsigni�ant in�uene on the derived fratal dimensions (Fig.8).
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Fig. 10. KR Aur in the high state
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Fig. 11. KR Aur in the high state
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Fig. 12. KR Aur in the high state
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Fig. 13. KR Aur in the high state
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Fig. 14. KR Aur in the high state (15I,19I,24I) and in the low state (02U)
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Fig. 15. KR Aur in the low state
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Fig. 16. KR Aur in the low state


